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The Anchor
RHODEISLANDCOLLEGE

Founded in 1928
The Anchor is located on the third floor of
the Student Union. Our mailing address is:
THEANCHOR
Rhode Island College
600Mount Pleasant Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02908
Telephone 831-6600extension 257

MMENTARY
Th·e November Bond:
All Or Nothing

Rhode Island voters will be going so influence the Board of Regent~
to the polls in early November to - the man who appointed them
either accept or reject a number of Governor Noe[
Dr.
state bonds, two of which directly
Both RIC's President,
The Anchor is composed weekly during the school year. It is
concern improvements to the Charles Willard, and the newly
printed by photo-offset by Ware River News, 4 Church Street,
state's institutions of higher appointed President of URI, Dr.
Ware, Mass.
learning, educational bonds 9 and Frank, Newman, have voiced their
11. Rhode Island College has a opposition to Noel's heavyhanded
Advertising is·sold at the rate of $2.00 per column inch.,.A 10 per
major interest in the passage of tampering with the established
cent discount is allowed campus organizations. Ads in "Free
for procedure for getting items on
9,
No.
Referendum
Classifieds" are free to all members of the RIC community. For
"educational facilities," which has such an educational bond, which
consult our advertising manager.
further information,
a much needed addition to Adams normally does not allow for such
library as its first priority.
All editorial decisions for the Anchor .are made enlast-minute additions of items
Educational bonds have seldom which do not have the full support
tirely by its student editorial board. No form of censorship
been controversial in the past and of the school for which they are
will be imposed. However, material found unacceptable or
the voters of this state have yet to intended.
unsuitable in their opinion will not be published. All unone at the polls. This year,
reject
As things must stand, the bond
must
Editor,
the
to
solicited material, including Letters
and perhaps this year especially, cannot be changed, nor can the
include the name and address of the author. Names will be
things are a bit different. For one state voters pick and choose which
withheld upon request. Views appearing in the Anchor do
thing, voters this year may be items on the bond they wish to
not necessarily reflect those of the administration, faculty
to foot the bill because of support. It's all or nothing, and the
reluctant
views
or staff of the college. Unsigned editorials reflect the
a perv.psive tight money situation. danger is that the Mackel albatross
of the Anchor editorial board.
And for another, educational bond may just doom the entire package.
No. 9 has actually become This will not only mean the loss of
EDITORIAL BOARD
somewhat controversial because of Adam's expansion plans on this
Robert Mayoh - Co-Editor
but the loss of
a last-minute inclusion of $1.4 campus,
James Lastowski - Co-Editor
million, which would go to URI to oceanographic facilities at URI,
Joseph W. Sullivan - News
foot part of the bill for an ice arena health and physical educational
George McFadden - Features
and auditorium. It is the ice arena facilities at RIJC's new Blackstone
Ron Stetson - Lay-Out
which is causing all the problems. Valley campus, and expansion of
Jeffery Horton - Advertising and Graphics
To be called the Mackel Forum vocational-technical educational
Tim Geary - Sports
because Mr. Mackel, a KRI facilities at the state's secondary
Jon Lemoine - Business Manager
alumnus, has pledged a fat $300,000 ed level. No one opposes any of
Mary Paolino - Copy
to get his name on the place, the these improvements because all
Catherine Hawkes - Office Manager
proposed ice arena has been are needed and all have been
Grey Room Committee - George McFadden, Janet Rothbart, Ron
strongly opposed by certain
submitted with the full approval of
Stetson.
Marcel Desrosiers - Photography Manager
elements on the URI campus. The their sponsors. It would be a blow
arena's inclusion in the bond indeed if all were rejected because
Robert Mayoh - Production Manager
package originaily came after the of the public's divided feelings on
James Lastowski - Managing Director
bond had already been set at four the real need for an ice arena at
Staff- Jimmy Gallagher, Sheilagh Denerley, Steve Dunphy, Pete
items. It should be noted that the URI. If the state's system of higher
Slaut.a Mike Hil!itins.
fifth item of priority, which did not education .is to continue to grow
get on the bond, was expansion of and develop in the next five years,
Roberts Hall to give an adequate as it certainly must if it means to
amount of space for RIC's keep up with changing demands of
education, the public's funding
cramped theatre department.
Because the bond was set at four support for capital development
items this addition could not projects must continue unabated.
become part of the bond, and yet a The voters have never rejected an
short time later the Mackel Forum educational bond before, but that is
was added on as a fifth item. Who little assurance for an uncertain
should
"The American War is o·ver. But convey aas become hopelessly pushed to get the ice arena in- future. A defeated bond, it
could also be noted, cannot come up
this is hardly the case with the muddled. Our devotion to popular cluded? The only person who
American Revolution. On the sovereignty has been poorly
contrary, only the first act of this portrayed. For a nation hoping to
emulate a democratic state, our
great drama is at a close."
Benjamin Rush 1783 performance is most convincing.
If the Bicentennial serves any
If the first act was the establishment of our political creed, it purpose it must be to remind us of
would appear that the curtain has our inaccurate theatrics. We must
not yet risen for the second act: the recall to mind that where we intend
to portray Life, we cannot act out
acting out of that doctrine.
We are now witnessing an in- war and abortion; where we
The long-awaited report of the unwanted pregnancies has been
Health effectively dispelled by recent data
College
termission in the Great American espouse Liberty, we must not allow American
Play; an interval marked by wreckless demagogues to deprive Association on the need for ex- concerning the behavior of young
fumbling for appropriate political us of our freedom; and where we panded gynecological services on adults of college age."
The ACHA's report also called
props and general confusion in the advocate the Pursuit Of Hap- the RIC campus finally arrived at
wings. America is vascillating, piness, we should allow all citizens the Dean of Students' Office on for extension of RIC's overall
which the
uneasy, unsure of her lines. After to pursue that which they regard as Friday, October 4th. The purpose health program,
two-hundred years of theorizing happiness, without hindrance of of the report is to advise the Association found to be somewhat
about our political course, the any form.
College on the need and feasibility uncoordinated between its various
nostalgic
a
than
More
spirited inflection and measured
of expanding its current health campus agencies, to include more
the program, particularly in the area comprehensive mental health
merely,
cadence of our role has eluded us - retrospection,
and our audience. It is an opera Bicentennial celebration is an of direct personal services -such as services and a broader enAlthough we have occasion for serious reflection gynecological and family planning vironmental health education
bouffe.
rehearsed our lines thoroughly, we upon the quality and credibility of services. The report, which noted program. The report criticized the
seem to have badly managed our the drama which the men and the the fact that there was a College for a lack of planning and
debut. The egalitarianism written acts of the Revolution have un- widespread perception among effective coordination of present
into the original script has been folded.
students and other members of the health services. "The many
ignored. The sense of honesty and
RIC community that "education activities now carried on by the
J.W. Sullivan and services in the area of human College Physician, the residence
public trust which we hoped to
sexuality are far less than hall staff, Counseling Services, and
adequate," recommended that a others are commendable," the
full range of gynecological and report stated. "Unfortunately,
birth control services be made they are fragmented and are
available at RIC, with either a ineffective in meeting real needs."
gynecologist or a physician with a "Vigorous attempts," the report
special interest or competence in stated elsewhere in its 38 pages,
gynecology added to the College's "should be initiated to establish
more effective, informal comHealth Service staff.
In making its recommendations munication and coordination
on expanded gyn services, the among the different agencies'
ACHA report stated that social performing health related acthought in the United States of the tivities on the campus."
In the area of mental health, the
1970shad developed to the point of
"solid, if not unanimous, support report called for a greater
collective effort by the H~lth
for making these services
available and usable to young Service, Counseling Center, and
adults." The report went on to add: Student Drop In Center to coor"Any contention that by limiting dinate offered services on campus
such services one can control in mental health. The report
a
adding
sexual contacts, limit venereal recommended
disease, or decrease the number of psychiatric social worker or a

On the Eve of the Bicentennial:

A Review of

Political Thespianism

again for five years, which means
delay on future priorities as they
inevitably arise.
Last week URI's Student Senate
voted 28-to-1to oppose Referendum
No. 9 and this has been reported
through the media, certainly to
influence unfavorably the public's
conception of the total bond.
Governor Noel's unfortunate interference in the makeup of the
bond and the Regents' lack of
backbone in allowing a set bond to
altered in the manner in which
they did, have seriously jeopardized the bond's chances this
November.
Our concern here at Rhode
Island College is to see that the
bond does pass when it goes before
the voting public next month.
While the Mackel Forum is an
unfortunate and unwarranted
addition, this in itself is •little
reason to junk the major portion of
the bond.
It is the Anchor's hope that all
members of the RIC community
who can support the rationale that
it is better to support four items out
of five than to reject all five
because of one, will turn out to
support the bond at the polls. The
way the situation surrounding the
bond is developing, student and
faculty support from this campus
can go a long way towards getting
referendum No. 9 approved on
November 5th.

GYN R-EPORT IN:

Recommendations Call For Expanded
Health Services at R.I.C.
Service

psychologisf to the Health
staff to increase the amount of
time available for individual
consultation and also to facilitate a
"free-flowing network of consultation, training, and other
outreach services which would
permeate many levels of the
College community."
In other areas of the total health
picture at RIC, the Association
recommended providing a fullfor athletics,
time trainer
establishment of inpatient services
on campus, perhaps to be coordinated with RIC's growing nursing program, and a more comprehensive program of health
education on campus.
The report cited the need for a
greater emphasis on sexual
macters m cne area ot health
education. "One of the most insistent requests of students was for
more and better information
concerning several basic health
issues, especially those related to
an u'nderstanding of human
sexuality," the report noted. It
went on to add:
"It should be made clear that
this interest is not a morbid or
pathological preoccupation of
Rhode Island College students, but
a universal expression of interest
on the part of all young adults in a
of the
clear understanding
processes of human development
(Cont. P. 5)
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Reviews Con 't.
Con 't. from P. 7

fine craftsmanship they bring to
the music. If Average White Band
were the only game in town,
naturally I'd have to s'ay to go with
it. However, it isn't. Though
is approached at
originality
several points, it is not maintained
in this album.
-W.T.C.

Tracy Nelson
Atlantic SD7310
To talk about Tracy Nelson's
new album, you have to talk about
her and whether she succeeds as a
soloist. Whenever a soloist, male or
female, fronts for a band, I have to
wonder why? Obviously a musical
experience is being constructed to
focus attention on this one person
and every wart and imperfection
has got to show, the good points
notwithstanding.
Such is the case with Tracy
Nelson. She is not a Janis, nor a
Carol King, nor Linda Ronstadt,
nor a Lydia Clay, though her style
can at times be compared to all of
them.
Ms. Nelson started as the female
front for Mother Earth after a stint
with a Mid-West rhythm and blues
group. Though Mother Earth cut a
couple of albums for Mercury
Records, it never really went
anywhere and Ms. Nelson struck
,
out on her own.
So here she is, standing on her
own merit.
Tracy Nelson's v9ice has a very
low register and if she bas any
range worthy of merit, she kept it a
secret in this album. Despite the
sonorous quality of her voice and
material that has to be described
for the most part as torch songs,
most of the material on the first
side lacks any real depth and

sensitivity. I found much of the
work to be monotonous and very
~isinteresting.
The second side of the album
begins extremely well with a real
Country and Western tune which
features a duet with Tracy and
Willie Nelson. Linda Ronstadt
provides the background harmony
and in this cut, Ms. Nelson seems
to really loosen up.
The next cut, Bill Witters classic,
"Lean on Me," is done very nicely.
A quicker tempo than Witters'
original offsets her somewhat
slower vocal styling.
Here on, Ms. Nelson falls back
into the torch-song style that
caused me to fall asleep during the
first side. "I Wish Someone Would
Care" is a real down-tempo tearjerker.
My feeling is that this album
fails mainly because the material
forces Ms. Nelson to be something
that she is not. The great torch
singers have flexibility that lets
them work around the material
and make it part of themselves.
Only one song, "Lay Me Down
Easy", was written by Ms. Nelson
and it is only on this cut that she
exhibits any real feeling about
what she is trying to put across.
-The prom.otional material says,
"discriminating in her tastes, she
chooses just the right material for
herself. She weaves part of her
personality into every song. And
the result is always a splenderous
design."
Ah, if only that were true!
W.T.C.

R.I.C./ A.F.T. Forum

faculty wishes on a number of
crucial issues: e.g., tenure, merit,
retrenchment. The results were
incorporated in a third, fourth, or
even an eighth draft version of a
particular article. By the time
actual negotiations started, the
amount of time already spent was
incalculable, and the dedication
awesome. However out-of-date
idealism may seem in a cynical
and paranoid world, the truth of
the matter is that the goal of those
involved was to prepare a
document that would become the
best con.tract in all of higher
or
education. To state the obvious ADVENTURESAT
the process relentlessly consumes
THE BARGAINING
untold hours.
TABLE
To me, the most maddening
A Personal View
aspect involves what seems to be
by
the very nature of the collective
Earl Stevens
bargaining process itself. One
English Department
Based on my personal ex- takes an adversary position,
periences of having served on the makes fantastic demands, snarls
RIC-AFT negotiating teams for at one's opponents (marvelously
both contracts, the following like a pair of melodious tomcats
personal impressions of what goes who enact a primeval ritual with
on at the bargaining table may b.e great furor and gusto>; all is done
of some interest. My comments are with the understanding that finally
strictly personal and have been in a hot, tense give-and-take
chosen to illustrate something session a compromise between the
about the process or persons in- two impossible positions will be
achieved. I admit that the
volved.
Most of us know that negotiations irrationality and the melodrama
began in January 1974,and were may be indispensable, but I should
completed in early September, but prefer a process and that is more
few are aware that work on the reasonable and civilized.
Inevitably, there are moments
new contract started in the summer of '73. Although I was not when tensions have risen to Exinvolved in this work, I believe the cedrin levels and personalities
faculty should know that several even on the same team clash with
members of the Executive Com- each other, for there is a kind of
mittee began working almost full- emotional claustrophobia that
time on draft versions of the pervades the relationship of six
various articles for the new people who have been working
Agreement. When September closely together for weeks on end.
rolled around, several polls of the
(Con't. P. 9)
faculty were taken to ascertain

Providing for the RIC-AFT
members a forum in which they
can express various and differing
views on matters of serious faculty
concern is at least one way of
trying to promote a better understanding of these matters.
Hopefully, all of us should benefit
from a candid examination of the
issues discussed. In this light the
following article on collective
bargaining is presented for your
consideration and response.
TEMPESTS
ANDTEAPOST

But now comes a part of the
political impact of the demonstrators, excessive concern over drama really stranger in its way
leaks, an insatiable appetite for than what has gone before. While
political. intelligence, all coupled Judge Sirica tries to impanel a
with a do-it-yourself White House jury, with l1ammurabi watching
over his shoulder, Gerald Ford, the
staff, regardless of the law."
That's how he began, and five first president since Washington,
hand-picked for the job - a nice
members of the do-it-yourself
man, an open man, an honorable
adMitchell,
d
stony-face
crew,
ton
fromW11hing
vertising man Haldeman, jaw- man - is voluntarily going before
jutting Ehrlichman and the lesser the House Judiciary subcommittee
figures, Mardian and Parkinson, to tell why he pardoned Richard
sat in the court, and 70-year old Nixon, without seeming to unJudge Sirica, son of an immigrant, derstand at all why it caused such
The
consterrtation.
over the heads of the men stunning
looked
trial
When the Watergate
new
other
no
of
popularity
nt
governme
a
recommenced last week I went who had once run
so
fallen
• has
back and looked up the 245-page and who had thought so little of the president
temperhaps
<and
sly
their
precipitou
in
that
ident
Priest-Pres
Dean
opening statement of John
Gallup
which he delivered with a choir- private talks they had had no porarily> : 20 points on the
to
popularity
that
needed
We
him,
poll.
g
interruptin
in
the
hesitation
in
voice
level
a
in
smile
boy's
ging
hand-wrin
the
over
us
out
get
plotting
and
him,
ing
glittering Senate marble Caucus contradict
on
Room, June 25, 1973, while his with him their "scenarios" to gull sacrifices of the anti-inflati
the
of
popularity
The
after
fight.
regarded,
he
whom
public
the
red
honey~olo
the
with
second wife
after
us
gave
he
lift
the
down
president,
Looking
children.
as
hair <the one with whom he all, only
$4,850 behind Sirica were the statues of the sick-bed of Watergate, were
of
honeymooned
re- Moses, Justinian, Hammurabi and national assets. A lot of that has
Nixon
the
"borrowed" from
gone.
•
election fund) sat behind him. And Solon.
It was agile John Dean, the
I had long, long thoughts. And I
Mr. Ford has been here, there,
thought I heard somebody murmur flexible young man so eager to
everywhere. he was at the vast
and
toughness
inner
please, with an
Mene, Mene, Tikal Upbarsin.
of the Economic
The 1968 presidential election, none of bis superiors suspected, hotel ballroom Sen. Cranston
where
Summit
is
perjury
that
decided
who
close.
you remember was very
a memorable quip:
Hubert Humphrey got 42.7percent dangerous if you get caught at it . delivered isn't completely bad: it
Recession
best
the
that
concluded
who
and
Richard
and
vote
of the popular
every American to live
Nixon got 43.4 percent, a majority way to avoid being made the has allowed
neighborhood,
expensive
more
a
in
the
to
of only 500,000 out of 73 million scapegoat is to get
He has been at
moving."
without
couldn't
Senators
first.
prosecutor
had
California
if
and
votes cast,
wife's bedside; he ~s met with
gone to Hubert Che lost it by believe what he said and every his
leaders of four other big oil im223,000) the election would have time they asked questions he came
powers (inconclusively>;
gone to the House. And if Hubert through with some further dam- porting the World Bank session.
opened
he
th~re
more
was
There
detail.
had won he would probably have ning
ation's anti-inflation
been re~lected in 1972and would than he knew himself. "Keep a The Administr
conservation
energy
and
program
giving
_peo_ple
press
the
of
list
good
now
term
second
be finishing his
once. But I
at
come
will
program
him,
told
president
the
and we wouldn't have had us trouble"
"we will make life difficult for can only report that the atWatergate.
of this city is disturbed
Yet a Watergate would have them after the election. But what mosphere
the bounce has gone
finicky;
and
that
said
He
tapes?
come, I think, sooner or later. As was this about
Why?
Peter Kumpa points out Watergate before he decided to turn state's out.
Mr. Ford looked at Nixon's CIAneeds three things and they all evidence he had learned that the
n in Chile and thought it
interventio
the
informed
had
came together in 1972 - the president
right. Undermining foreign
growing and excessive poser of the government "that he bhd taped a was all
nts is legitimate. The
executive <which hasn't been conversation with me." What governme do it. On the economic
Russians
About
tape?
what
checked); a time of division and conversation the feeling grows that the
turbulence like that which followed his alleged conversation in the front
ation hasn't really got
Administr
office?
Oval
<which
war
the poisonous Vietnam
used up a .month in
it
control:
a
such
if
know
fact
in
not
do
"I
is still wreaking its "future
the recession still
and
summits
not
has
and
revenge" on us by the worst in- tape exists but if it does
the stock market casts a
flation in history> ; and an amoral been tampered with and is a deepens;verdict. Then there is the
president, a reclusive, paranoid complete transcript, I think that gloomy Even Nixon never used
figure whom we had thoroughly this committee should have that pardon.
to cut
privilege
trained in the anything-goes school tape, because I believe that it executive ly across the legal
premature
the
of
many
e
corroborat
would
of American politics.
- not only for crimes
So lights blazed, TV cameras things that this committee has processbut for any "he may have
known
showed their red "on" signal, the asked me to testify about."
Weeks later Alexander But- committed." Every day of the
Ervin committee hitched forward
proceeding recalls that the
and John Dean, began in an easy terfield unexpectedly revealed that Sirica unindicted co-conspirator
natural monotone that he kept up everything said in the president's chief free. Then there is the givegoes
private office was secretly
for five days:
a year later the away of the Nixon tapes, which
"To one who was in the White recorded;
Supreme Court, 8-0, required the Congress is trying to redress. And
House 'and became somewhat
to reveal 64 disputed the Administration's uncertain
president
workings,
inner
familiar with its
17 days after that the signals to the Arab oil countries ...
and
the Watergate matter was an tapes,
inevitable outgrowth of a climate president was out. he had lied to Let's hope it pulls itself together
soon.
of excessive concern over the everybody.

TRB
On Trial

Rocke£ ell er

Con't. from P. 7

their enemies when they could be
writing out checks to the John
Birch Society or Liberty Lobby?
The answer is simple. These boys
are not idiots! If your goal was to
control the entire world, would you
finance those who would oppose
any kind of totalitarianism or
slavery, or would you finance the
teenage Lenins who fight for the
very communist government
which will enable you to control
every living thing on this entire
earth'??
4 l Nelson Rockefeller, as former
governor of New York has a record
that even Gus Hall can't find much
fault with. I don't have to tell you
what Rocky did to the size of

spirators. In other words, by 1914,
America was already 20 per cent
communist because of the power
and influence of the super rich
socialists.
3) Since that time, the
Rockefeller Brothers have openly
'at times behind the scenes)
financed just about every kind of
and
internationalist
leftist,
revolutionary organization on the
American scene. The Rockefeller
Foundation specializes in sponsoring student program and
college activities which, to the
are
of the naive
surprise
representative of the so~ialistinternationalist mentality. Why,
you ask, do these idiots finance

to the
SUBSCRIPTIONS
ANCHOR are now available.
Fill out the attached coupon
and send it along with a check
or money order for $2.50 to
receive your own personally
delivered copies. Students,
faculty and administration
may have their copies sent
right to their dorm room or
office.

government or how much he in~reased the "divide the wealth"
taxation in New York. And who
could forget his deep concern for
the anti-life people who, thanks to
their governor, finally got what
they wanted?
Well, these few reasons at least
serve to explain why the entire
committee hearings amounted to
another grand circus. Unfortunately, when the whole performance is over, and Rockefeller
manages to find himself "serving"
as unelected president, Americans
will have little to laugh about.
Sincerely yours,
Richard Jannetta
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WEEKLY
SPECIAL

I

Secret Service vs. the Kennedys
by Jack Anderson
WASHINGTON - The recent kidnap scare against the
children of the late Senator
Robert Kenne-dy rtearly precipitated a rebellion within
the ranks of the Secret Service. Some 60 agents were
flown in from all over the
country to cover the Kennedy s - a move they
regarded as illegal.
Indeed, Secret Service
Director Stuart Knight himself recommended against
extending protection, but he
was overruled by his boss,
Treasury Secretary William
Simon.
Then the agents learned
they were not responding to a
"threat" at all. They had
heen ordered on emergency
duty as a result of a thirdhand tip from a police informant in the Boston area. The
agents were furious.
Covering the Kennedys is a
chore the Secret Service
largely regards as abhorrent
anyway. Much·of the ill feeling results from the agency's
experience with Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis.
the
The law requires
Secret Service to protect the
late President Kennedy's
children until they turn 16.
Thus they are still looking
after young John. But Mrs.
Onassis is extremely particular about the way the agency
does its job. One insider describes her as "persnickety."
She doesn't want John to feel
oppressed by his protectors.
so s11e demands the agents
sta',· out of sight as much as
possible .•
Nor does young John himse H like tl)e protective
details following him around.
A few months ago, he slipped

out of Jackie's New York
apartment, hopped on his
bike, and sped into Central
Park to play tennis. A drug
addict assaulted him and
made off with the expensive
bike.
Through some extraordinary detective work, the police
tracked down the assailant.
But Mrs. Onassis refused to
prosecute.
Secret Service insiders
Now
were flabbergasted.
they are thinking of laying
down the law to Jackie:
Either she lets them do their
job the way they want. or her
detail will be
protective
lifted.
Economic Battle Plan:
White House sources say
President Ford has all but
made up his mind on change
in economic policy.
The President received a
lot of free and conflicting advice at the recent economic
summit conference. But in
private meetings with his
closest advisors, he had little
trouble mapping out a battle
plan.
First. the President plans to
ask for a tax cut to ease the
impact of inflation on the
poor. He also is seriously considering giving industry some
incentives to expand production.
Next. he plans a whopping
10-cent-per-gallon increase
in the gasoline tax. Ford
plans to use the money for a
public jobs program. This
will ease the unemployment
caused by his continuing tight
money policy.
The President also hopes
that the increase in gasoline
prices will help drive down
consumption. This would give

, him a· stronger bargainihg' •
• We' havt' had detailed disposition with the oil-rich
C'ussions with Cuban underArab nations of the Middle
ground leaders. Although
East.
they have a tendency to exwere
Arabs
The
aggerate, there is no question
unimpressed, our sources
about their boiling anger.
say, by Ford's recent swordto
They are threatening
rattling. The President oblimount a terror campaign inquely threatened economic
side the Un.ited States
sanctions against the oil-proagainst the politicians and
ducing nations if prices conbusinessmen who support
tinued to rise.
Castro. These Cuban leaders
The Arabs know that they.
have told us if they can't fight
literally have us over the
Castro in Cuba, they will fight
confifeel
barrel. And they
him here.
dent that the United States
Intelligence analysts are
will not dare to take action
predicting, therefo~e, t~a~ at
against them.
least a few extremists, m imIt all boils down to higher
itation of the Palestinian and
consumers,
for
prices
gas
Irish rebels, will carry out
along with higher food
acts of terror in the United
pri<;es.Only industry, and the
States.
very poor, can hope for some
Footnote: Castro's relarelief from inflation.
tions with the Soviet Union
Cuban Thaw: Upon their
are not as rosy as the Comreturn from a recent trip to
munist press make them apHavana, Senators Claiborne
pear. According to reliable
Jacob
and
D.-R.I.,
Pell,
sources in the Cuban underJavits, R.-N.Y., predicted
ground, two Russian sailors
that relations between Cuba
were jailed last year for staband the United States would
bing to death a Cuban youth.
soon improve. Already, say
The sailors had been selling
our sources, Secretary of
the boy bard-to-get items for
State Henry Kissinger is
the Cuban blackmarket. They
quietly guiding the United
caught a glimpse of the
States toward a detente with
youth's hefty bankroll, killed
Fidel Castro.
him for it, and tossed him into
The probability that northe sea. The Soviet sailors
be
will
m a I relations
were thrown into El Morro
restored with Havana has
prison and are now doing
outraged the million Cubans
time at the Bacurana9 work
who fled to this country to
camp for criminals. near
escape Castro. Many of them
Havana.
lost their fortunes: others
Washington Whirl: Some
have friends and relatives in
people see Henry Kissinger as
. Castro's prisons.
a steely Prussian, but in ttuth
For years, the Central Inhe's not above tell-ing a joke
t ell i gen c e Agency has
on himself. Recently, he told
trained exiled Cubans to do
friends that during ·the Kenbattle with Castro. Many
nedy Administration. he had
more risked their lives on
dinner at the White House
commando raids. Now the
with JFK, Robert Kennedy
government that encouraged
and Secretary of State Dean
them to fight is preparing to
Rusk. Kissinger was so ner:befriend the Communist
vous that when he cut his
leader.

lamb chop it scooted all the
way over to Rusk's plate.
That, said Kissinger, was the
last time he was invited to the
White House for 12 years .... At
one time, according to our
sources in the intelligence
community, the CIA had a
grisly system for determining
the money due its Laotian
mercenaries. The agency instructed the troops to verify
their claims by chopping off
the ears of every enemy
killed. The practice was terwhen· tile CIA
minated
realized there was no wav to
be certain that-every pai~ of
ears turned in had once been
attached to a Communist
head.

Auditions
for
Jazz ·Ensemble
The Rhode Island
College Jazz Ensemble
Music Dept.
Roberts Hall
Dear Anchor: Because you hold
things down so well on campus, we
have decided to use your powers of
persuasion in locating possible
players for our ensemble.
We have three empty chairs:
Piano, two Trombones.
-Please advertise for audition at
the location above.
Excuse my typing ability, as
guitar players can only play in the
key of "G".
Thank you very much, and if
there is any problem in
deciphering the code, please
contact Dr. Marciniack, Head of
the Music Department.
Sincerely,
Mederick Bellaire
Occasional Student Rep.
& Occasional Student
of said organization

for those special problems

• • •

R.I.C. Is Host
- To Black Librarian
- Internship Program

Rhode Island College has been
selected as one of four host institutions in an internship program
of
administrators
for
predominantly Black college and
university libraries. The program,
funded by a grant from the Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation to the
Association of College and
Research Libraries, a division of
the American Library Association,
is intended to "accelerate the
development of the management
ability of librarians in Black
colleges and universities by
providing them with experience in
'.he administration of strong and
progressive academic libraries."
::>therhost institutions selected for
:his program are the University of
:::alifornia at Berkeley, Stanford
Jniversity and Oberlin College.
Alma Z. McPherson, Librarian
of Utica Junior College in Utica,
Mississippi, has been selected to
serve a six month internship
beginning in January. D7!l. with

Richard A. Olsen, Director of the
Library at Rhode Island College.
Miss McPherson will receive her
salary, benefits, and approved
expenses from the Mellon Foundation grant. Rhode Island College
will provide the training exA pre-internship
perience.
workshopfor participants was held
at Atlanta University on the 12th
and 13th of September.
Miss McPherson, a graduate of
Tougaloo College, received her
degree in Library Science from
Rosary College and served on the
staff of the ChicagoPublic Library
prior to her appointment as
librarian of Utica Junior College.
She will be involved with a variety
of activities at Rhode Island
College,spending much of her time
working with Mr. Olsen as well as
observing library operations,
asking questions, and learning
first-hand how a medium-size
college library functions.

COUNSELING/TESTING
CAREER
Interest

Aptitude
Personality

testing offered by the Office of C~unseli~g Servic!s in conjunction
·th ·nc1ividualcounseling to assist you in educational and career
:i~n~ing. If you feel that any of these services might be useful to
you call X-313 or drop in at Alger 134. Ask for Sarena Palmer or
Richard Prull.
, I

I
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FREE LEGAL ADVICE
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to

ALL R.I.C. STUDENTS
2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
- Y.
WEDNESDA
EVERY
Office- StudentUnion- Room200
StudentParliament
Mr. JohnH. Hines,Jr.
Attorneyat Law
Tel. Ext. 518

AppointmentRecomended
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G.Y .N. Con't.
(Con't. from P.

2)

in which they are engaged. It has
been the experience of other institutions that when problems of
drug exsexuality,
human
periment~tion,- and other lively
issues.are explored with sensitivity
and a determination to respond to
real needs, the resulting dialogue
generates increased trust between
students and staff and leads the
way to smoother re~olution of other
related problems. Lack of response
to these needs only leads to more
strident demands and a crisis of
confidence between students on the
one hand and faculty on the other.
It makes inevitable the intrusion of
political dimensions into problems
which should be resolved on an
educational ba!!is."
The Association's report was
well aware of the possible financial
problems of most of the recommendations made, and in anticipation or- this most legitimate
concern it proposed that the
College explore "multiple sources" of revenue to foot the bill for
increased health services at RIC.
This would -include a student
supported health fee, •which the
report noted would be acceptable
to the majority of students, and a

possible free-for-service for family
planning services. The report
stated that revenue culled from
various sources would allow the
College freedom to decide for itself
just what its health program
should be; to depend solely on state
funds would bring political-considerations into play that might
hinder expansion of such things as
pe-rsonal services and family
planning.
President Willard has moved to
appoint a committee to review the
report, which is to be chaired by
Dr. Don(\ld P. Hardy, Dean of
Student Affairs. This committee is
to include an academic administrator, a chaplain, a health
science educator, a representative
of the Parents' Association, a
representative of the health and
safety program of the College,' the
College Physician and two students
nominated by Student Parliament.
Last spring when the gyn controversy came to a head, Dr.
Hardy stated that the Association's
report would be ''the basic
the
in resolving
ingredient
gynecological controversy and in
our planning for health services
during the years ahead."
Copies of the ACHA's report
have been placed on reserve at'
Adams Library.
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Excerpts From G. Y .N. Report
During the course of the visit, the available to the majority of
visiting team interviewed many students a broad range of inmembers of the college community formation concerning the physical,
including the Task Force to Study emotional, and social aspects of
human sexuality. Residence hall
Human Sexuality, the Health
Service staff, students, LGAs, counselors, who often are faced
~ith questions from their peers,
faculty, staff, and administration.
Among those interviewed there fmd this a deep void in their
was little disagreement that the back~round and experience.
As for gynecological services,
topic of human sexuality is a lively
one on campus and that there is although some students speak with
real need among young adults for warmth and satisfaction of the
information concerning . a wide services available, the majority
range of problems and services in seem convinced that those services
this area. The majority of the Task available on campus are either
Force emphasized the need for a inaccessible or unacceptable.
The minority of the Task Force
more aggressive sex education
for felt that publicly funded clinics at
to compensate
program
cumulative deficiencies in the the Providence Lying Jn Hospital
past. They, as well as others, and Planned Parenthood of Rhode
emphasized that sex education Island are readily available and
must include not only information accessible to students, and that no
and Rhode Island 'students are being
anatomy
concerning
physiology, but also an un- denied an opportunity to avail
derstanding of the importance of themselves of these services.
and in- They, and others, spoke of their
human development
teraction. Sexuality is a current objection tc;>duplicating services
with • the
which runs broad and deep already. -available
throughout life, from birth to resulting impact· upon either
death, with important implications students or the college budget,
both for individuals and for social depending upon the manner in
groups. Any approach to the which additional services are to be
problem 2f human sexuality which funded.
In summary, the conclusion
is limited in scope or fragmented in
presentation will be less than fully seems inescapable that there is a
widespread perception among
successful.
students and other members of the·
Although there were a few college community that education
students and faculty who felt that and services in the area of human
are far - less than
the present -educational program sexuality
Although there is
and services in areas related to adequate.
human sexuality were adequate, evidence that some services are
the vast majority of those with satisfactory in this sensitive area,·
whom the visiting team spoke were the perception of deficiency is
highly critical of many asperts of probably equally important as its
reality.
In particular.
thP. program.
care, or a· general Recommendations
medical
It is recommended that the
there appears to be no coordinated
educational effort for making college address itself to developing

FREE

U
tll\EtlFl[~~

and presenting a much more
of
program
comprehensive
education and services in the area
of human sexuality. Of first importance is the need for broader
educational efforts which should
involve students, faculty, and staff
in exploration of the dynamics of
human interaction in this area of
universal . high interest among
young adults. This educational
effort should ,,inoklde cooperative
ventures among the Health Service, Counseling Center, health
educators, chaplains, residence
hall personnel, and others. It must
be organized and guided and
evaluated jointly by a group of
"providers" and "consumers."
In addition, it is recommended
that a full range of gynecological
and birth control services be made
readily available to students.
Whether all services should be
available on campus or some can
by off-campus
be provided
resources is a detail which must be
determined on the basis of full
the
concerning
discussion
economic, social, and political
consequences of the decision. It
seems inescapable ,that social
thought in the 1970'shas developed
to the point of solid, even if not
unanimous, support for making
these serv.ices readily available
and usable to young adults. Any
contention that by limiting such
services one can control sexual
contacts, limit venereal disease, or
decrease the number of unwanted
pregnancies has been effectively
dispelled by recent data concerning • the - behavior of young
adults of college age.
Since the present Director has a
full clinic load, it is recommended
that a second position be added to
assist in providing gynecological
and other necessary services. This
additional position could be filled
by either a gynecologist who is
willing lo provide some general
medical care, or a general
physician who has special interest
and competence in the area of
gynecology. Other possibilities
include the use of a nurse practitioner or nurse midwife to
provide basic services under the
supervision of a physician. If
feasible politically, the on-<!ampus
service should include not only
services, but
routine gy__necological
also family planning <e.g., contraceptive l services.
In view of the highly sensitive
nature of these services, this is one
area in which consideration should
be given to having at least a part of
the program cost underwritten by
a fee for service.

Old and silver coins.
I WOULD like to rent a lodge in LOST: Modern Civilization book. FOR SALE: Chiorda 5-speed WANTED: 245-5277,5-6 p.m.
student.
RIC
or
$50
condition.
good
in
bicycle
bring
please
found
If
cover.
White
New Hampshire the week after
best offer. Ric Ext. 488 or 934-1105
Christmas <Dec. 28 - Jan. 4). If you to the Anchor office.
WANTED: Old silver and gold
should have one available for that STEREO COMPONENTS: 15-40 after 5 P.M. Ask for Dale.
week please contact Jodi at percent off list. Most major RIDE NEEDED: From Coventry, coins. 245-7439;after 6 p.m.
fully near exit 6 off 95. Monday and
thing
Every
brands.
campus ext. 532.
Tuesday by 9 AM, Thursday by 10,
available.
also
TV's
guaranteed.
500.
Kawasaki
1971
SALE:
FOR
earlier if you want. Call Janine at FOR SALE: One Holy Bible <King
early
769-5407
at
Emile
Call
$700. Call Jack _at 821-5532 or
James version), 12"-10", one.
832-0625.
evenings.mornings or late
inquire at SIA Table.
Dictionary Encyclopedia (Funk &
confair
Olds,
'66
CASSETTE TAPES for sale. ART TODAY books needed. Please FOR SALE:
Wagnalls), 12"-10"; one Deluxe
good
very
in
Engine
Art
dition.
in
student
or
bookstore
to
sell
•
Latest hits. Chicago, Beatles, Seals
Automative Encyclopedia, 12" best
or
$200
condition.
operating
section.
_&Crqfts, etc. Less than half off 201, Chris Horvat
Mental Health
10" ; one •Medical and Health
after
934-1105
or
488
'price paid. Call weekdays after 4 FOR SALE: Two Schwinn Var- offer. RIC Ext.
formal mental health
The
one
10"-7";
Fishbein),
<Morris
and anytime weekends. 751-2986.• sitys. $70 bike. One track bicycle, 5 P.M. Ask for Dale.
Family Cookbook, 20 Vols. of The program includes a component in
18 lbs., $200.One Magnavox stereo FURNISHED ROOM in private
Fender
GUITAR for sale.
New Book of Knowledge, 20 Vols. of the Student Health· Service and one
parking
facilities;
Telecaster, left-handed. Only $175., worth $600for $350.Contact Bill at room; cooking
in the Counseling Center. A
and all utilities. 353-3038or 231- American Peoples Encyclopedia, psychiatrist, Dr. Domenic Copincluding a $50. case. Contact Jim 737-1799.
by
Classics
Great
of
Vols.
10
FOR SALE: 1970 Volkswagen, 1343.
at 789-3267.
All in 14karat gold, bought polino is available in the Health
yellow, good condition. $1250.Call ROOM TO RENT: In quiet home, Grolier. ago but are brand new Service four hour~ per week. The
East
in
WANTED: BABYSITTER
year
one
kitchen use. $13 per week.
Side home of R.I.C. professor: 353-3900 after 3 P.M. Ask for limited
sold Counseling Center has the services
Near College, includes utilites and and never were used. Can be
of four full-time professionals.
Tues. & Wed., 1 - 5 p.m. Own Ernie.
set.
whole
the
or
separ"ately
references.
of
MICROSCOPE: Zeiss. Oil im- parking. Exchange
Other services which provide
transporation.
728-6072
at
Tavares
Tony
Contact
applicants preferred. Ask
and developmental
emotion,al
VERY used VW Bug. Needs work. mersion, 3 lens, felt-lined wood Female
a
leave
or
p.m.
6
after
anytime
Mrs. Marian Robinson, 28
support are the Career DevelopWill run. Good engine parts. Call carrying case. $200. 728-2846 for
Union
Student
the
at
message
353Providence,
N.
Crescent Dr.,
ment Center, the Office for Student
831-9482nights or see Marcel in evenings.
Information Desk.
1694.
Portraits,
PHOTOGRAPHY:
Anchor office.
(Cont. P. 6)
FINE ART PRINTS: M.C. Esher, candids, children, weddings or any FOR SALE: Miranda G 35mm SLR
941McNally,
Jon
events.
special
other
and
Ernest Trova, LeParc
with 50mm and 105mm lenses. $75.
graphic prints framed up, ready to 0652.
Call Ext. 313.
65
to
back
and
hang. Must sell! Accept best offer. RIDE: to RIC
FOR SALE: Royal typewriter, full
a
for
Warwick
W.
Ave.,
Phenix
daily.
934-1868
Call in p.m.
size, excellent condition. $65 or
Kathy
Call
student.
handicapped
in the
PEOPLE _ interested
best offer. Call 467-9191.
P.M.
4
after
for Teaching,Substituting,
"Buddy" Cianci campaign for Podgurski at 821-5221
LOST BEAGLE: Female, brown,
CL054.
McCool,
D.
contact
or
please
mayor of Providence;
whitecollar,
No
white.
and
LOST: Women's black watch on black
contact Bob Bucci - 272-1156.
and YouthWork
tipped tail. Missing since August.
FOR SALE: Refrigerator, apart- Seotember 16. Call Ann Mosko} at Please call 831-3131or contact Bill
in
ment size, 2 cu. ft. $15. or best Ext. 462 or 464.
Connors, S.U. Info Desk.
offer. 1971 Honda CL 350. Low FOR SALE: '63 Chevrolet 4-door FOR SALE: '65 Chevrolet, 6
Religious Schools, Youth Programs,
stick shift, air~
mileage, good condition. $700. or 6 cylinder,
and Adult Educationcylinder, standard shift. Good
best offer. 13' fiberglass boat, 33 conditioned. Reliable, many new condition, new tires. Call 821-0645
Providence and other areas of
Greater
in
HP johnson and trailer. Must sell parts. Best offer. RIC ext. 663.
PM.
4
after
Rhode Island
- $600.or best offer. Contact Steve FOR SALE: Citroen 871DS 21 NEEDED: 1 tvoist for term
Under the Auspic-es of
at 231-1385, 35 Rosemount Ave., Showroom condit~on. 725-4841 papers, etc. Will pay 40 cents per
anytime or Ext. 660.
Johnston, R.I.
page. Call Nancy at 723-4783.
li'OUND: 2 pairs eyeglasses: 1 FOR SALE: Second-hand, unique FOR SALE: Honda CL 350
1
jackets, coats, capes. motorcycle. '69. low mileage,
female, with snakeski_n case,
furs of RhodeIsland
male. with black case bearing Assorted sizes, colors, styles. One clean, runs perfectly. $400 or best
in supplemental work that is culturally and
intere~tea
old-fashioned
of
Contillo.
are
_y~u
If
selection
of a kind
name ot Ur. Haymond
offer. Call Ext. 615 or 861-9490.
spiritually rewarding, contact the Bureau Office at 331-0956.
beauties. Call 861-3524after 7 p.m.
lnQuire at Craig Lee 056.
just keep trying.
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For referral, the Counseling
GYN Rpt ...
Center calls heavily upon the
Vocational
of
Development Programs, and the Division
Rehabilitation (a local branch of
Drug Drop In Center.
and
Social
Federal
Unfortunately, because of a the
personal medical problem, Dr. Rehabilitation Services l and the
Coppolino was unavailable for Providence Mental Health Center,
interview. His time was reported to which is one of 14 state units
be spent chiefly in evaluation, brief available to the public. Both of
therapy, and referral. There was these services have been very
general agreement that he spends helpful, but staff members often
little or no time in liaison with feel awkward in making referrals
other camp.us offices (Counseling without the mediation of a
Center, etc.) or with other types of psychiatrist.
outreach programs involving
The Chapin Hospital has been
students, -WAs,,,.01 other staff useful in the past for referrals of
members.
drug and alcohol abuse problems.
The meeting with professional
It is the belief of the survey team
staff members and the two that the approach of sex education
graduate assistants in the Coun- through peers is most desirable,
seling Center was a cordial and providing there is adequate
spirited event. The staff members / training and counseling. This
agreed that since they had moved activity should be a joint function
to the periphery of the campus of many areas of the University,
their clientele. had decreased but - such as the Health Service inof cluding community psychiatry, the
seriousness
the average
had increased
disturbances
Counseling Center, and Chaplains.
relative to previous .experiences.
It was clear from discussion with
They reported that the majority of students, LGAs, and housing staff,
the time is spent in one-to. -one as well as from the staff of the
contact with student clients.
Counseling Center, that there is a
• The staff was unemotional and large gap in the mental health
candid in reporting a generally services at Rhode Island College.
unsatisfactory relationship with In evaluating the importance of
the present psychiatrist. They this perception one must keep in
stated clearly the need for an on- mind that the years of young
for serious adulthood are times ·of concampus referral
emotional disturbances, and in- siderable stress. The transition
dicated without reservation that from dependence upon home and
they would look forward to having family to independent resources as
a much closer working relationship the basis for personal and social
with the Health Service in general problem solving is difficult at best.
and the psychiatrist in particular, Students should be encouraged and
supported in solving a wide range
if this could be promoted.
Staff members spoke with some of problems with the resources.
concern about alleged examples of available to them. It is especially
carelessness in confidentiality at important to understand that this
the Health Service. They cited may be more difficult for comexamples similar to those cited by muting students than it is for those
students, of casual conversation who live on the campus and have
among the staff in the out-patient the support of their peers. Very few
in taking
waiting area within the hearing of are comfortable
significant personal and emotional
other students.
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health
to mental
problems
professionals who are within the'
family orbit. It is an especially
serious responsibility, therefore,
for the College to make available to
all students regardless of their
residence situation, adequate
resources for at least basic con·
sultation concerning mental health
problems.
In addition to individual con- ~
sultation, it is important that the
College Mental Health Program
include a free flowing network of
.consultation, training, and other
outreach services which permeate
many levels of the College comcirideal
Under
munity.
cumstances the person responsible
for the mental health program of
the Health Service should be
working closely with the residence
hall system in training staff and
LGAs for recognizing and working
with students who have varying
levels of stress, anxiety, guilt, etc.
College
the
addition,
In
psychiatrist should make a special
effort as a regular part of his
responsibilities to establish close
liaison with the Counseling Center,
the Student Drop In Center, the
Career Development Center, and
other groups on campus which are
attempting to meet the personal
and emotional needs of students.
Recommendations

It is recommended that the
be
services
health
mental
augmented significantly in the
very ne.µ- future. The increase in
service could be achieved through
one or more resources, including
the following:
of a
The employment
l.
psychiatric social worker attached
to the Health service, working
under the guidance of the
psychiatrist and charged with
establishing liaison with other
campus helping agencies, including the residence hall training
programs. For approximately one-

X

third to one-half of the salary of a
psychiatrist, this could bring a
sensitive, well-trained professional
to the campus for full-time service.
2. The employmentl of a part- or
full-time psychologist, attached to
the Health Service and charged as
above.
3. Increasing the time of the
psychiatrist. This is the most
expensive, and perhaps the least
effective, means of meeting the
particular needs anticipated. ,
If Dr. Coppolino's time cannot be
increased, it is recommended that
he spend at least one hour each
afternoon in liaison with the
Counseling Center staff or in other
outreach activity with Student
Affairs' staff. Rhode Island College
can ill afford to c9ntinue the luxury
of paying $140 ·per. afternoon of
psychiatric time with this resulting
in only consultation for four individuals.
Health Instruction
Education

The entire health instructioneducation program is within the
of Health and
Department
Physical Education. Unfortunately
there is little cooperation or
coordination of activities between
this department and the Health
Service and very little student
participation in the formulation of
the health education program. Dr.
Wood, the sole member of the
health education faculty, offer's
four courses in this area which are
subscribed almost totally by
education majors. This means that
instruction in this vital area is
available to a maximum of 20 to 30
each
majors
non-education
semester. The course in mental
health deals with some aspects of
human sexuality and is heavily
oversubscribed whenever it is
taught.
One problem in the development
of a more complete program may
be the division of responsibility be-

Iween the University of Rhode

Island and Rhode Island College.
F'or example, elementary physical
e"ducationinstruction <and to some
extent health concerns l is a
primary responsibility of Rhode
Island College. The University of
Rhode Island, on the other hand, is
responsible for secondary physical
education and. related health instruction. Rhode Island College
students perhaps suffer some
disadvantage from the campus
emphasis upon primary school
heal~h and education problems,
with de-emphasis of more closely
health problems of
related
secondary school students.
Throughout the health and health
programs
education-instruction
there is little evidence of the_type
of basic coordination of various
campus resources in program
development and presentation
which leads to a community health
education program responsive to
the real needs of students. This is
evident not only from discussion
with the health education and
Health Service staff personnel but
also from discussion with students,
who are very closely aware of the
deficiency in this area.
One of the most insistent
requests of students was for more
and better information concerning
several basic health issues,
especially those related . to an
understanding of human sexuality.
It should be made clear that this
interest is not a morbid or
pathological preoccupation of
Rhode Island College students, but
a universal expression of interest
on the part of all young adults in a
of the
clear understanding
processes of human development
in which they are engaged. It has
been the experience of other institutions that when problems of
drug exhuman sexuality,
P. 10)

(Con't.
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BLOCKBUSTERS
Both Films Shown in

GAIGE AUDITORIUM

Sunday,· October 20, 1974 at 8 p.m.
50' RIC Undergrads

with 1Ann Margret
Jack Nicholson

Can-dice Burgen
Art Garfunkel

75' others
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Around the Town
PROVIDENCE CONCERTS

Jackson Browne, Bonnie
Raitt, Sat., Oct. 19 Palace
Concert Theater.
Van Morrison: Sat., Oct. 26,
Palace Concert Theater.
UPCOMING CONCERTS

Bonnie Raitt at the Orheum
Theatre; Monday, Oct. 21 at 8
p.m.
Bruce Springsteen at the
Music Hall; Tuesday, Oct. 29
also, Dr. John.
Jefferson
Starship with
Grace Slick; Sun., Oct. 13 and
Monday, 14 at the Music Hall.
David Bromburg; Sanders
Theatre, Oct. 18, Friday.
Jackson Browne at the
Orpheum; Friday, Oct. 18 at 8
p.m. also, Wendy Waldman.
Elton John at the Boston
Garden; Wed. Nov. 20 at 8
p.m. also, the Kiki Dee Band.
Stevie Wonder; Sat. Oct. 19,
8 p.m., the Boston Garden.
Santana, Tower of Power;
Music Hall, Oct. 20 at 6:30
p.m.
East Bay City Jazz Band;
Sat., November 2, New
England
Life Hall, 228
Clarendon St.
Linda Ronstadt, Liv Taylor;
at the Orpheum, Fri., Nov. 1.
Van Morrison Sun., Oct. 27,
Music Hall, 8 p.m.

Composers
Concerts,
original works performed
Berklee Recital Hall, 1140
Boylston
ST.,
Boston,
November 10.
CLASSICAL

Live Bach Cantata in the
Liturgical
context
with
Orchestra and chorus every
Sunday Morning at 11 a.m. at
Emmanuel
Church,
15
Newbury St., Boston.
Memorial Church in Harvard Yard, Cambridge, at 8:30
p.m., free.
Leizeig
Gewandhaus
Orchestra
in concert at
Symphony Hall Sun., Oct. 13at
3 p.m.
New York Cham!)er Soloists
performing.
CLUBS

Jazz Workshop (267-1300)
733 Boylston St. Sets begin
around 9:30, 11:30 p.m. this
week:
check
with the
Workshop.
Passim
Coffeeshop, 47
Palmer St., Harvard Square
(492-7679)
Paul's Mall, next to the
Workshop this week: call for
artist.
Jacks, 952 Mass. Ave.,
Boston, live music every
night.

Information
andReferral
SERVICE
Tuesday
1- 4
Thursdays
1- 4
The
Drop-In-Center

Artists Internationale

Presents

AIDA

by Dr. Albert Salzberg
VPrdi's Aida, first performed in
Cairo on December 24, 1871, two
years after the opening of the Suez
Canal for which it was commissioned, was an immediate
success and has become one of the
most popular operas around the
world, indeed the most often
performed
at New York's
Metropolitan Opera House. It is
one of the few genuine "grand"
operas in the repertory, that is, one
involving
large
ensembles,
pageantry, ballet and spectacle,
and even the opportunity for a
"cast of thousands"
in the
triumphal scene. It is late Verdi,
and what the effete snobs call
organ-grinder melodies are absent
from the score, replaced by expressive music and careful orchestration. The plot involves the
heroic-tragic theme of love versus
duty with the protagonists caught
between the call of Cupid and
loyalty to their countries. The
potential of Saturday night's Aida
was not fully realized, especially
where spectacle was concerned.
The Veteran's Memorial stage is
simply not big enough for the
extravaganza one often sees in
New York, nor for the elephants
and horses parading in outdoor
European performances. The sets
as usual were cloth and pasteboard
affairs and the armies of Egypt
and Ethiopia considerably understaffed. Ironically the greatest
applause of the evening was drawn
by the overclad and underrehearsed dancers, loudly approved by friends and relatives
who, this reviewer suggests, may
not have seen Aida too often. There
were some problems with ensemble movements, and at one
point an imperious voice from off
stage commanded the high priest,
Ramfis, to "turn around." We
presume it was the god Ptah whom
we overheard.
One of the strong points of this
Aida was the direction of Eve

Queller, one of the very few female
conductors. She drew incisive
rhythms and dramatic fortes from
the orchestra and was careful not
to drown out the singers,
something often done by her more
prestigious colleagues. There were
times, however, when ensemble
singing was not smooth or when
singers were unsure of their cues,
and for these flaws Ms. Queller
must be held accountable.
The drama of this opera rests on
the jealous rivalry of Amneris, the
Egyptian princess, and her captive.
Ethiopian counterpart, Aida, and 1
Saturday night saw two passionate
and desperate divas squaring off
against each other, equally matched in temperament if not in
voice. The Metropolitan's Elinor
Ross has a huge dramatic soprano,
capable of an infinite variety of
shadings and colorations; she is
also a compelling actress and lives
the parts she portrays. Despite the
fact that at full volume her voice
becomes hollow and tremulous,
she personified the slave girl torn
between her love for the young
Egyptian general and her loyalty
to her oppressed Ethiopian peopl~.
Marguerite Ruffino, her rival for
Radames's love, who eventually
sends him to his death rather than
see herself rejected for Aida, was
an effective Amneris despite vocal
limitations. The part is written for
the dramatic mezzo that Verdi
often employs; Miss Rufffino is
basically a lyric soprano and has
neither the vocal weight nor color
for the role. In addition her
familiar register problems were
apparent nearly all of the time.
Still she husbanded her resources
carefully and used her stage
presence and theatrical sense to
help one overlook aural shortcomings, and she succeeded.

Verdi wrote a cruel vocal test in
"Celeste Aida." The tenor, in this
case Giorgio Casellato-Lamberti
from La Scala and on his way to a
debut at the Metropolitan Opera
this season, smgs his big aria at ms
first act entrance. It consists of
two ascending ,series of scalt!s
culminating in high B flats; while
the first has orchestral cover the
second does not and is supposed to
be taken softly without going into
falsetto, a feat impossible for most
tenors even when fully warmed up.
Cassellato-Lamberti sang his aria
musically, and while he did not
manage the morendo ending, he
did avoid holding the note or
pushing it too hard. He reminds
one of a number of Italian tenors
imported by the Met in the last
twenty-five years: they have fresh
voices, a desire to sing, less than
adequate training, and _no stage
presence. This one may follow the
pattern or he may become a star;
it is too early to tell.

Vern Shinall, who has appeared
locally before, did a fine job as
Amonasro; he has a strong
baritone voice and a tendency to
bray his high notes - just the right
touch for the Ethiopian king who
bullies his daughter into worming
military secrets out of her lover.
Another familiar figure, Naymond
Thomas, was made up in his
Ramfis costume to look like a
sphinx, and emitted little ,r,nr"
sound than one. His bass fell ::.,
both in volume and· range in the
part of the high priest. Another
bass, David Cornell, showed more
resonance in the small part of the
king, and Astrid Mihalis sang
sweetly as the priestess of Vulcan.
All in all, this was a dramatic
Aida, but one wondets if it was
worth the $15 top that made it
nearly as expensive as the
The object of these ladies' af- _Metropolitan Opera. Note, too, that
fections is Radames, tenor and Artists Internationale denied press
dim-witted military hero for whom passes to this reviewer. -

Under Donovan
Facts and Help. No Fee.

Having trouble

communicating?

qp

you can ask a counselor
anything
(we won't tell)
OFFI-CE OF COUNSELING SERVICES - ALGER 134
Hours': 8: 30-4:30
NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY - 831-6600, Ext. 313

FREESERVICE
Laundry & Dry Cleaning

You payONLYmachineand ~oapcosts
FREE Pickup & Delivery from Cam.pus

PETTERUTl'S
NORGE
COIN
LAUNDRY
& DRYCLEANING
Weekdays 8 a.m.-9 p.m.; Sat. & Sun,, 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
12-14Fallon Avenue Prov.
across from the Welcome Restaurant
cnalkstone and Academy Aves.
CALL NOW 831-9578

Average White Band
Atlantic SD 7308

Average White Band (that's
their name) is a group of six
Scottish boys whose title is an
obvious irony. Their style is
strictly Motown-style rhythm and
blues, and at times, their
duplication of styles is as indiscernible from the original as
Blue Bonnet is from the highpriced spread.
This is especially evident on the
first side of the album. The first
cut, "You Got It," departs to a
great extent from the Motownroots and the driving guitar line
seems more akin to big-band jazz
than to rhythm and blues. Lead
singer Alan Gorrie, a veteran of
Engli~h rock circuits, does his best
work of the album on this cut.
A rough transition is made to the
next cut, "Got the Love," which is
a strictly rhythm and blues
number with Hamish Stuart doing
the lead vocal. It is a strong piece
and leads in beautifully to the only
instrumental on the album "Pick
Up the Pieces." Malcolm "Molly"

Duncan does an outstanding
Two seems to merely ape.
saxophone solo that would do Margarine, folks.
justice to James Brown's Fabulous
There's a Stevie Wonder-type,
Flames.
etc. The technical quality is
"Person to Person" moves maintained, but, even though the
nicely to a Temptations-style
music is written by members of the
tempo. The rhythm guitar work is band, there is a lack of soul in their
sweet and AWB definitely does work. "There's Always Someone
appear to approach high-priced Waiting" is especially mediocre.
spread.
One cut does do much to redeem
The group chooses to end this this side of the album. Written by
side of the album on the flat side Hamish Stuart and featuring his
with a very flat imitation. They • vocal, "I Just Can't Give You Up,"
take the Isley Brothers' hit, "Work is a very tight piece with good,
to Do," with a rendition that is complex drum riffs and great
probably more technically com- harmonies.
petent than the original, but
Average White Band is an undefinitely lacking in spirit.
balanced album. There is an unThis pattern continues on Side fortunate lack of originality
Two. Where Side One contained throughout much of the album,
many examples of innovation, that though it's difficult to ignore the
is, improvement on established
rhythm and blues techniques, Side
(Cont. P. 3)
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The hadow Theatre
of
A ~LA SIA
by Catherine

Song to Saccharine
Smiles
mind finally

mellow

again
....

life supernatural
oh, vermont
land

oh verdant

fantasy

a multi-colored

touched you_

autumn's

with her glow

nocturnal

pastoral

sojourn ......

sears us

moonbeam

through a magic aperture
in the cloud blanket
energy

discharging

.... SHA-ZAM!
soon, soon
the Trial .
life's

a trial

but Jor what
i do not know

met some rabbits
Hip and Hop
thought about
them free

setting

knew it might
David

upset

(6

but the thought

.... lingered
.....

.persisted

couldn't shake the idea
that it was better
to have the freedom

and excitement
of a life uncertain
than a safe life

bounded by structures
from

within

I think

of winning

a~d losing
and know
I have already

WON!

For I would never
sell out a fellow
traveler
(prices

Hamzah is from Malaysia, a
relatively small country south of
Thailand and almost completely
surrounded by the South China
Sea. It was from there that he and
eight musicians brought the art of
Wayang to Rhode Island on
'
October first.
Wayang? One might define it as
a puppet show, and Hamzah as the
hidden puppeteer; but Wayang
displays no miniature curtained
theatre nor comic show. All that
_ can be seen before the lights dim is
a plain white sheet with a light
floating behind it; but when the
room darkens, we see through the
screen into another world.
It is people with first-shakers
sensuous
and demon-laughers,
dancers and chant-singers. The
the
of Sri Rama,
figure
cut an image of
protagonist,
physical beauty and strength, and
he inspires the awe and homage
associated with royalty. Sri Rama
and his brother have no master;
not even the human who we often
forget is concealed behind the
screen. They are not puppets, they
are autonomous s irits acting
own instinctive
their
- through
recognition of good and evil. They
hold ,us rapt for two hours, and
when we leave we comprehend the
ideals which were communicated
but unspoken.
Hamzah is not just the p"ppeteer. He made every one of 1e
two hundred puppets he usr in
. various plays. About seventeen
different figures appeared in the
production here, ranging from a
simple small jeer to two grotesque
and intricately carved princes,
plus severai' changes of scenery
and a few props. All are operated
by Hamzati and all the characters'
voices are his. This means he has
'- "n to memorize the entire
repertoire of twenty plays. All the
puppets and scenery are made of
cured calfskin, carved and painted. They operate somewhat like
rod puppets, but they are flat and
have only one or two moving parts:
one arm and sometimes the jaw.
It is traditional in Malaysian
. Wayang (the basic form is found
throughout the East and originated
in India) for the puppets' first
movements to be limited and stiff.
becomes inThe animation
creasingly spectacular as the play
progresses and the puppeteer
gradually increases the display of
his finesse. Toward the end of the
story, Sri Rama and his princess
bride were swaying their hips in
quite
gesticulating
dance,
to
and realistically
naturally
illustrate their speeches. One of the
most beautiful moments of the
evening was when the princess
took a drink from a poisoned pool.
One could feel the audience tense
as she gently lowered her arm into
the foullt~in and scooped up some
water. In the perfect silence, she
brought it to her lowered head,

then scooped and drank slowly,
again and again. The grace was
incredible in that simple motion.
The properties of light, shadow,
and distance were used in a way
that caused the characters to
become as lifelike as the most
intricate of Western marionettes,
although but two parts of their
<One comic
bodies moved.
character could also wiggle its
nose up and down at the Raja.) The
characters shook with rage· and
laughter; even their knees seemed
to bend and their feet to stamp in
dancing. They were given even
more personality by the inflections
of Hamzah's voice.
It might be thought that the
of such limited
combination
movement as seems inherent in
such puppets with the language
barrier. <th dialogue was in
Malaysian, of course) would make
the production difficult to sit still
through. Indeed, a good half of the
audience left at intermission. But
these people, I think, brought with
them an American or Western idea
of a puppet show. They expected
pure entertainment and became
too turned off by the language and
caught up in trying to follow the
story exactly. Yet this theatre was
never meant to be amusement
only. In Malaysia, festivals of
Wayang go on for three and four
days, ending far into the night,
while the entire repertoire is
performed. A loose parallel might
be the passion plays long ago
popular in Europe. It is a kind of
devotion to the sacred stories and
to the art, as well as entertainment. But in a television
culture, very few people can make
•themselves see beyond the entertainment aspect of any art
form, particularly a foreign one.
As for protests of boredom, I had
very little difficulty following the
story line as presented by the
narrator, who summarized the
scenes in English from time to
time, and through the actions of the
puppets.
Hamzah has another talent
besides those of actor and artist:
he had, before he was allowed to
perform, to learn to play each of
the twelve musical instruments
employed in Wayang. Eight
musicians now accompany him as
he performs. I have never heard
music so integral a part of spoken
theatre. Hamzah's voice slipped
absolutely imperceptibly from
speech to song and back; the
"background" and dance music
was no interruption or annoyance,
but fit perfectly with what was

Hawkes

happening on the screen. The
music played between the innocently exposed changes of scene
<trees and buildings were swiftly
removed and replaced before our
eyes, a trueness to the form which
has some charm) was not what we
Stealing Away
would calt incidental, either; it
of the
kept the character
surr_ounding scenes. The puppetmaster and musicians seemed to
be one of one .mind. The work that
went into developing each _scene
must have been ~normous for both.
(from the realm of scheduled
group
• The · instrumentalists
thoughts)
themselves on a small raised
platform around Hamzah. Each
large instrument (which is con- we found ourselves
lk
sidered male) has a smaller,
Both . wa ing on roads not yet paved
"sister".
higher-pitched
with idols that men
brother and sister instruments are
played by one musician. The only
non-percussive instrument is an built to themselves
oboe-like saruna, which also. has a and worshipped rapidly
before the cement crumbled
These
counterpart.
smaller
provide a thread of alternately
only for possible miracles
praying
melody
soothing and exciting
they could see, as
which ties the gongs, cymbals, and
.
.
.
drums together.
A sharp clapping noise punc- death was rn their mirrors
_
_____
tuated the music and ein...lllasized__a...,n""d.._.,w...,e
named our own rock
It was employed
certain speeches.
as well for the forceful shooting of
serpent-shaped arrows and for to posterity of Art and
blows during the brothers' oc- scratched our names in the
casional fights with an ogre, giant deathless stone it
bird, "fiery rhinoceros", etc. This
effect is produced by a wooden laughed at us
apparatus looking something like a
and looked
giant pair of toaster tongs.
gravestone it
a
like
knee
his
with
it
Hamzah operates
while sitting .cross-legged behind a • loved itself - in our own image:
too cold to louch - too cold
wooden lamp suspended from the
top of the screen. The translucent
leather puppets are held between to be warmed by eager
light and screen so that their fingers it did not hear &
colorful shadows rather than the
puppets themselves are seen by the numbed my hands as I loved
it was bloodless
(hence the name
audience
and could not feel the unformed
"shadow puppets")·
Each musician was introduced
shapes
previous to the play, and sounded
. his instruments for a few seconds, of an ideal, it
to accustom the audience to the
sounds as well as to credit the was blovdless and could not save us
fr<-mour own dark red Hells
musicians for their work. Another
good idea was the introduction by
created in our own imagethe puppeteer of each major
sto.,e and could not answer .
was
it
before-hand.play
character in the
But we carved,
This, along with the English
narration, gave the audience an
to perhaps only hoping to be saved
to identify
opportunity
by stall.~ which stiffened
characters before they appeared.
as we reached them
The audience was allowed
backstage after the performance
for a short demonstration and a and would not answer
chance to ask any questions which but lay, finally realized,
might have arisen about the
operation of the puppets or any like irrdolent rotting fruit
character or event in the play. In in the sun
short, I cari suffer no complaints
JL Rothbart
from those who did not stay for the
second half of the performance.
For the art alone, the music alone,
or the exposure to a different
culture's and most certainly for the
whole of these three combined, this
thing called Wayang was well
worth the time invested in experiencing it.

of the r~ad
being measured

. . . . . . by integrity)
Dale N. Le Fevre
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R.I.C. Bicentennial

Council

For R. 9.
Industrial

les Thelemiades

Committee
Second in State

Arts

Rhode Island College is the
second college in th.e state with a
Assoc1ahon orm e • bicentennial committee. Presently
the corrdinator, Vic Profughi
Recently steps were taken by the <Political Science Department,
Rhode Island Vocational Industrial Craig-Lee 209, x. 292), is planning
,Arts Association toward the for- with his steering committee <Bill
mation of an executivP Council that Swigart, Walter Crocker, Pat
promote -, greater
would
Glasheen, Evelyn Walsh, Marion
cohesiveness and communication Wright and George Hartmann>
local
the . various
among
toward. college-wide activities
associations dealing with elements beginnjng this summer and conand career tinuing through the summer of '76.
of occupational
education.
The committee welcome ideas,
As a result of evaluating the need offers of assistance, and exfor such a Council to represent the pressions of interest from all
various local vocational oriented persons within the college comassociations, the Rhode Island munity. It excepts to invite ideas,
Council for Oc- develop college - wide activities,
Executive
cupational and Career Education and hopefully provide coordination
was formed with delegates from for department based projects.
each of the following associations:
Neither the national, the Rhode
Rhode Island · Island, nor the college bicentennial
l. RIVIAA Arts
Industrial
Vocational
committee can make the bicenAssociation.
tennial era their own private
2. RIVAA - Rhode Island project. The committ~ actively
Agricultural
Vocational
seeks ideas and will provide what
Association.
help it can in having them carried
3. RlGVEA - Rhode Island out.
Education
Guidance Vocational
The Bicentennial Themes are:
Association.
Heritage '76 (Historial), Festival
4. RICVTEA - Rhode Island U.S.A. <Celebrations), Horizons '76
Coordinators Vocational Technical <Lookingto the future).
Education Association.
Every person, department and
5. RIADEC -- Rhode Island organization can be a part. Contact
Association Distributive Education Vic Profught.
Coordinators.
, Dr. Viola Peterson needs help
6. RlllEA - Rhode Island Home with her bicentennial project. She
Economics Association.
is seeking drum sticks (an im7. RIB EA - Rhode Island mediate need), field drums, and
Business Education Association. fifes.If you can help, contact her at
8. RICVEA - Rhode Island the Barnard School.
Cooperative Vocational Education
Association.
Dr. James G. Mccrystal, a
faculty member in the Department
of Industrial Education at Rhode
Island College was elected
Chairman of the Council, along
with Mrs. Marie Bugi.c..,,.,u·~._
Providence Home Economics
teacher as Vice Chairman and Mr.
Vincent Lauro, Chairman of Industrial Education at Mt. Pleasant
High School as Secretary. The
Council will consist of delegates
from each of the above
associations and is charged with
communications
establishing
among the state organizations for
the promotion of occupational,
and homemaking
consumer
education. The Council also is
intended to function as a liaison
between the State Department of
Education and the member
associations, obtain and make
available information on funding
procedures under Federal and
State guidelines, and assist each
member association with new
developments in curriculum
direction on the state, regional,
and national levels.
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by Paul Chasse

d

R.I.C./ A.F.T.
(Con't. from P. 3)

And then there are the moments
that provide a touch of satisfaction
when one offers either in a caucus
or at the barganing table a
proposal that becomes the basis for
the settlement of an issue (little or
big as the case may be. The success of these moments helps
somehow to •make the whole
process acceptable and even
gratifying.
In brief, the process is timeconsuming; it is always complex,
confusing, and maddening; and
s~metimes it is gratifying.
Nevertheless, the end result - the
new contract - makes the hard
work worthwhile because one
knows that it is the best possible
contract.
The final judament as to what
has been achieved depends, first,
on one's colleagues and, second, on
the actual working of the contract
in the coming year.
Please address all correspondence concerning articles prit\ted
in the RIC-AFT Forum to: Richard
Olmsted, Alger 125.

"Fais ce que voudras", nous naitrons et maitriserons surement
recommandait Rabelais viola plus les autres a mesure qu'ills se
siecles, lorsqu'il trhissent au co rs de cette gestation
de quatre
s'adressait a des sujets dont la collective qui devrait nous rapdelicatesse a du indpirer Newman procher tot ou tard de cet ideal
qui devait plus tard formuler la qu'on appelle maturite.
Quel est le but d 'une collonne
definition classique d'un gendans un journal
franciase
tleman.
A nour maintenant de profiter d'etudiants? D'ahord et surtout de
des circonstances et de suivre repondre aux besoins des etudiants
judiocieusement son conseil ! C'est qui cherchent a profiter de leur
ainsi que le redacteur du journal culture francaise. A quoi hon
des etudiants et l'equipe de etudier une langue etrangere si
l 'Anchor se revelent innovateurs jamais on ne la retrouve ailleurs
en nous offrant pour la premiere que.dnas nos textes? C'est vrai que
fois dans l 'histoire de RIC une la bibliotheque nous offre le
colonne en francais. Ils meritent FIGARO de Paris, le DEVOIR de
nos felicitations les plus em- Montreal et le TRAVAILLEUR de
Manchester, mais il faut avouer
pressees.
L'anne scolaire a debute dans le que rares sont ceux qui s 'y rendent
calme d'une fin d'ete langoureuse, pour lire soit le TIMES de New
un peu comme si l'automne n e York soit celui de Londres. Alors,
s'associait plus aux remuements THELEMAIDES, qui paraitront a
officiels de nos petites chrysalides . toutes les quatre semaines,
dans le cocon pourront servir de supplement
intellectuelles
rassurant de notre campus. Les culturel a l'etudiant presse qui,
professeurs, comme de fideles tres souvent, doit quitter le campus
se sont plies a la hate pour se rendre au travail.
embrayeurs,
Ainsi, on parlera de tout car la
docielement aux exigences de
leurs doyesn et ils ont a leurs un culture englobe tousles aspects de
resume de leurs cours pour le la vie, qu'il s'agisse de la maniere
de se vetir, de se peigner, de
premier semestre.
Avec ce resultat interessant: que manger, de causer avec ses amis
nous nous dirigeons ensemble vers ou d'une preference artistique
inconnu dont nous sommes quelconque selon notre reaction
responsables de decouvrir les personnelle ou collective au clin
donnees pour les mieux integrer a d'oeil plus ou moins seducteur
la realite de notre existence. Voila d'une Muse ou autre.
Sani- nous horner aux activites
notre premier deft. Nous con-

ou aux nouvelles d'interet par
ticulier aux lecteurs venant ~e
RIC, rie1_1ne nous empec;he d'en
parler au besoin. Par example,
pourquoi ne pas mentionner ici
meme la rencontre du president
Charles Willard it de certains
administrateurs avec un groupe
d'etudiants parlementaires pour
une piscussion franche et cordiale
des problemes qui nous affectent
tous? '::'est la premiere de l'annee.
II devrait y en avoir plusieurs
autres et les etudiants devraient y
assister. ·Le ton de cette reunion
etail des plus encourageants de
part et d'autre. La franchise des
questions et la candeur des
responses devraient y attirer de
plus en plus d'etudiants.
On parle deja d'une "Journee qui
doit canadienne avoir lieu en
novembre prochain pour rendre
au gouvernement
hommage
canadien qui s'est montre fort
genereux a notre egard en contribuant plusieurs volumes a la
bibliotheque et en fournissant de
nombreux film pour nos cours. Le
Consul general du Canada a
Boston, monsieur· Jean-Louis
Delisle, presidera a cette fete
organisee par les etudiants eux
memes.
Le syndical des professeurs est
en train de proposer qu'on change
le nom de RIC State University.
Qu'en pensent les etudiants? Quels
en sont les merites? Et le
desavantages? Est-ilpreferablede
maintenir le statu _quoou faudraitil s'engager dans une etude qui
conduirait finalement a l 'attestation de l 'evolution de cette
institution qui s'appelait jadis une.
ecole normale? Les etudiants se
soivent d'y reflechir.

·Be good to your stomach. Eat·~ell. More than
a ½-lb ground sirloin steakburger. With French fries.
• Be a salad nut. Eat greens.
All the salad you want, at our unlimited salad bar.
Be cheap. Pay only $2.50.
The sirloin steakburger. That's $1.00 off
the regular price. With this ad.
Steakburger and
French fries
Or with your college I.D.
And be merry. In our festive atmosphere.

EMERSONSUU
Plus all the beer you can drink.

Sunday thru Thursday only.
East Providence-1940 Pawtucket Avenue (Routes 44 and 1-A)-434-6660
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G.Y .N.· Con't.
perimentation, and other lively
issues are explored with sensitivity
and a determination to respond to
real needs, the resulting dialogue
generates increased trust between
students and staff and leads the
way to smoother resolution of other
related problems. Lack of response
to these needs only leads to more
strident demands and a crisis of
confidence between students on the
one hand and staff and faculty on'
the other. It makes ine\ritable the
intrusion of political dimensions
into problems which should be
resolved on an educational basis.
Recommendations

It is urgent that forthright attempts be made immediately to
develop a community health
program· which is
education
responsive to the real and perceived needs of students. This will
require the continuous patient joint
efforts of all agencies which have
concerns related to this problem:
the Housing Office, Health Service,
Counseling Service, Drop In
health
chaplains,
Service,
educators, Sociology faculty, and
others who can ma~e a worthwhile
contribution.

The many activities now carried
on by the College Physician, the
residence hall staff, Counseling
Service, and others are commendable. Unfort:.nately, they are
fragmented and are ineffective in
meeting real needs.
Financing

A college health program can be
funded frpm a variety of sources
such as allocation of state funds,
allocation of other institutional
funds, general tuition, pre-paid
user lees, fees-for-services, and
other outside funds or grants.
Although all program costs c·an be
borne from a single source, such as
allocation from the state or prepaid user fees, it usually is advisable to put together a financial
support package from multiple
sour~es, depending on services
provided and the constituency
which benefits from these services.

For example, when the entire
program is supported by state
funds it often becomes very difficult for students, the chief consumers, to have a significant voice
in d~termining what services will
be provided and under what circumstances they• will be made
available. It is almost inescapable
The spearhead for this program that at least occasionally political
could be a community health considerations will weigh heavily
educator who' has a part-time in both policy and service deterin the minations. This is almost certainly
appointment
faculty
and a factor in the present discussion of
of Health
Department
in a
services
Physical Education and a part- gynecological
enconservative
time charge to serve as health politically
educator for. the College com- vironm~nt.
munity. It was the observation of
the visiting them that students at
On the other hand, individual
Rhode Island College are receptive
and responsive to new information consumers should not be expected
concerning health matters. The to support the entire program, part
addition of a responsive com- of which is addressed to generally
munity health resource could accepted public or occupational
make a.tremendous contribution to health needs. These are generally
of
considered respons~bilities
the welfare of the community.

government or industry, respectively. Likewise. in many public
institutions students are expected
to underwrite personal needs, such
as board, room, recreation. and
personal health services, with the
expectation that the institution will
underwrite all direct educational
costs. Under these circumstances,·
it is appropriate for students to be
assessed the cost of personal
health care but not for health
education or environmental health
In most situations,
services.
therefore, it probably is advisable
to seek c,ombinations of sources for
health program support.
Rhode Island
The present
College health program is supported entirely from general
college (state> funds at a budgeted
figure of some $68,000 annually.
Obviously this represents only the
direct cost of salaries and supplies
and includes no estimate for indirect or overhead costs and other
institutional contributions-in-kind
kind to the heaith program vfa the
security services, maintenance
Counseling Drop-In
services,
Center, and other agencies.

mental health
comprehensive
services, a broader environmental
health program, and expanded
direct personal services (including
gynecological and family planning
services l may prove extremely
difficult to accomplish at a time of
widespread financial limitation.
This may be especially true in view
of the volatile nature of the birth
control issue in a state .which is
notably conservative and where
the issue has been escalated to an
unfortunate level of visibility.
Re.commendations

It i.s recommended that there be
an active exploration of multiple
sources of funding for the health
program. This might include:

A. Reliance upon state funding
for a continuation of basic services
of enand for expansion
vironmental, occupational, and
educational s~rvices.
B. Consideration of a universal
student health fee which-could be
used to support and enrich personal and some community health
services. It is obvious that Dr.
Scanlan alone cannot be expected
In addition there 1s a sup- to furnish additional services and
additional personnel will be needed
health insurance
plementary
policy available on a voluntary for physical and mental health
basis which it is reported is pur- services. It is the ippression of the
chased by 80 percent to 90 percent survey team that a very large
of the students. This is a basic number of students would accept a
accident and illness medical and health fee which would be used to
General
improve • services.
hospital benefit reimbursement
plan which has some serious gynecological services are among
it is those which s}Jould be offered for
However,
limitations.
somewhat unusuai in that it offers the pre-paid fee.
an option for reimbursement for_
probably
C. Fee-for-service
of should be considered as fhe basis
termination
voluntary
pregnancy. Options are available, for supporting at least part of the
also, for student dependent
recommended family planning
benefits.
service, since there apparently is a
significant number of students who
would object to having this inRecommended exten'sion of the cluded in a mandatory fee. It might
health program to include more be possible to un~erwrite 50 per-

cent of the contraceptive services
program with a mandatory- fee
while the remaining 50 percent is
born directly by those who use the
service. m is interesting to note
that a very high percentage of men
who responded to the questionnaire
indicated a willingness to use a
campus family planning service. It
may be fair to persume that many
of them would be willing to support
i l financially. l
In summary, there is no simple
formula for funding a college
health program. Each should be
funded on a board base with personal services supported as .far as
possible on a prepayment basis by
those who are eligible. to use the
Environm~ntal,
services.
educational, and other programs of
benefit to the entire institution
should be - supported by institutional funds.
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STEVE DACRI
"The Fastest Hands in the World"
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For The
R-ight
by _Rev.EnnioCugini

Marxism, Sociall~.m, .. Communism, these must be viewed for
what they are, instruments and
agencies of anti-Christianity
dedicated to the destruction of
Christianity and the erasure of
every thought and memory of
Christianity from the mind and
memory of man.
It is a matter of record that in
every country where Marxist
forces have gathered all power to
themselves that Christianity and
all those identified and associated
with it have been persecu~ed,
terrorized, . victimized and wiped
out.
rt is also a matter-of record that
Marxists and Marxism have made
serious and deep inroads into the
councils of the professing Christian
churches. The.ir presence and
influence have severely effected
the professing churches-of Christ.
So much so that many clerics when
addressipg themselves to those
areas where the -Marxists are
f~shing and exploiting sound like
Marxists.
Pretending-to be advocates of
love, they proceed to identify
themselves and lend support to_the
Black Liberation objectives,
Prison Reform, so-called, the
preservation of the Public School
system, the anti-poverty program
as implemented at the various
levels of government, detente with
the Communist regimes,_in short,
to co-existence with the Devil.
But shorn of all pretense, this
popular front is out to abolish
Christianity by abolishing the right
of private ownership of property
and substituting it with public or
government ownership and control.
•In an effort to unmask the same
revolutionary program at work in
the 1930's,Gertrude Coogan wrote
a
Creators',
'Money
the
monumental work in its own right.
It is a masterful defense of the free
enterprise system and an exposure
of that conspiracy of evil. Let it be
read by all serious students of
history. In one place Miss Coogan
wrote:We now here:
Tirades against the constitution
and assertions that it is an antiquated failure by those who have
never tried to give even a hint of
how matters can really be improved within the framework of
that document which is effectually
fitted to human nature.
"Liberals,"
''Humanists,"
"Socialists," "Internationalists,"
<but not
and "Communists"
Bolshevists strangely enough)
crying for Economic Justice for
the oppressed, the weak, the able
and disabled, the widows and
orphans, and meaning every word
of their Jeremiads.
Speakers crying out against
Capitalism, without a thought as to
what happens to Christian people
and institutions under Bolshevism
- the secret inevitable of the
"reforms" these same speakers
are demanding at the expense of
the God-given right of every
rational human being to own

ELMHURST

BarberI Ian's
Salonfaaturing
- female barber-stylists unisex and regular cuts
for men and women
Cor. of Smith & Eaton
OPEN:

Tues.-Fri., 8:30 to 6:00
Sat. 'ti! 5:00

li21-8054
. , . •.··.'

property and enjoy the fruits of his
own labors.
We never hear the following
truths:
Capitalism is that system of
which
economy
politicalrecognizes the right of individuals
to own; use and c9ntrol private
property. The right to own private
property conforms to the basic
laws of human nature - the
reward t9 the individual for effort
and attainment. Equaliiy of opportunity is part of our fundamental code. However, individuals differ; some desire and
will assume responsibilities, others
decline them. Since natural endowments differ, and individuals
differ in their desire to work, the
rights of individuals to obtain
possessions and distinctions are
God given and inherent in human
nature.
Capitalism includes the right of a
working man to own his cottage;
his right to his instruments of
production; his automobile, etc.,
as well as the employer to own the
factory which employs him in
turning out products which
civilization needs. This is the point
which internationalists are not
making clear.
Capitalism is not a nieans of
exploiting the masses for the
benefit of the few. In America, as
in other countries, in recent years,
particularly since World War, the
masses have been thoroughly
exploited and that exploitation was
made possible and executed only
because class legislation and
dishonest and maliciously controlled private money creation and
cancellation powers-fraudently
the weapons
granted-became
through which the few, most of
whom were internationalists,
accomplished the exploiting.
Now! That that exploitation has
been accomplished-great wealth
and power having become concentrated in the hands of a very
few-discussions and cartoons are
being wif!elycirculated attempting

WORLD

CAMPUS
AFLOAT

to teach 'tfiat Capitalism itself is· a •
system of government which keeps
a few very rich and all the rest
very poor. This is being done to
make the people of the United
States believe that Capitalism
should be abandoned.
It is a very sinister element that
is trying to tell us that Capitalism
is wrong. The bolder are stating
that we have outgrown Capitalism;
the more dishonest are ciaiming
that science and invention have
discarding
!lecessitated
and· adopting a
Capitalism
Socialistic form of government. .
Those who are responsible for such
misstatements would have the
United States abandon Capitalism·
in order to further entrench the
wealth and power of these· internationalists.
We hear Capitalism has failed:
No, the right and pride of ownership of private property bas not
failed and will never cease while
man is man.
The error lies not in Capitalism
.but in our having permitted it to be
abused, and allowing a small
through malicious
minority,
operation of the monetary system,
to destroy the economic security
and peace of all others.
~ ✓ Capitalism has now, because of
the suffering of the masses,
become a target at which the
demagogues are aiming the very
arrows fashioned by their own
masters-those masters are the
internationalists, the manipulators
of unconstitutional and dishonest
money powers. The masters of the
demagogues are the real enemies
of patriotic Americans.
Under three unjust supercommandments the World is ruled
Money
by the International
Masters:

Nelson
Rockefeller V.P.?
Letters to the Editor
The Anchor
Rhode Island College
Providence, R.I. 02908

Dear Editor:
Nelson Rockefeller V .P.?

Everyone recalls the Barnum
and Bailey Circus known as the
"Watergate Hearings." How can
we forget them? After all, millions
of dollars were spent in an effort to
either convict or prove innocent
Richard Nixon of charges which
amounted to nothing· more than
chicken stealing!
1. Thou shalt not make honest the
money system.
2. Thou shalt not follow •the
money mandates of the Constitution of the United States.
3. Thou shalt not examine the
money subject except under our
direction.
And even the prominent spiritual
leaders obey their dictates.
And - patriotic organizations
formed ostensibly to 'defend and
uphold' the -Constitution are
strangely, but it seems intentionally, silent on the most
flagrant violation of the - constitution-the delegation to private
individuals of. the most important
national prerogative-, "the power
to coin -money and regulate the
value thereof."

•366 WOONASQUA

Well, it seems as if Barnum and
Bailey are back in town. The
Senate Rules Committee recently
on the
concluded hearings
nomination of Nelson Rockefeller
for the vice presidency. The
hearings moved along with such
speed that one couldn't heip but get
the impression that it was all
deliberately planned to get the
Rockefeller hearings overwith
before the dirt could be uncovered.
And ~irt under Rocky's mat there
surely is. Among other things, the
committee failed to investigate the
following facts about the entire
Rockefeller family:
1 > At the turn of the century, the
in
family,
Rockefeller
collaboration with an entire network of European International
Bankers, began to wield an
amazing amount of influence and
control over American institutions.
Their enormous financial wealth
' enabled them to buy up many a
business on Wall Street,, and
newspaper after newspaper came
under the literal control of this
clique of billionaires.
2) The Rockefellers, with the
-assistance of their European·
. partners, began to use their g~at
power to pressure Congress into
passing several measures which
were advocated by Karl Marx in
the "Communist Manifest." The •
Federal Reserve System was thus
created enabling the bankers to
control the money supply.and later
it was -the means by which they
could cause recessions and
depressions. The income tax (16th
amendment), another plank of the
"Communist .Manifesto", was
passed to the delight of the
Rockef ellers and their con<Cont. P.

3)
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This Wednesday

-COLLEGENIGHT
Come in and watch
our ~iant 6 x 5 T.V.
Have a FREE SANDWICH
and BEER on us!!

You'll sail in February,
with the ship your classroom and the world your
campus ... combining accredited studies with fascinating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient, Africa,
and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed
with WCA - join them! Fi·
nancial aid available. Write
today for free catalog.
WCA,ChapmanCollege
Box F, Orange, CA 92666
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Geary's Sportspective

Looking at Baseball's Unsungf American League
t

Over the course of the Major that is a bit deceiving. For most of jump on any ball hit in his area and
League baseball season people the year be was in the low 3005or consequently he is standing there
grow to know the stars of the high 290s. He scored 60 runs and when the ball arrives. Yes, he
teams, be they new or old. Their knocked in 70 while hitting 10home makes it look easy. Henderson
names draw ink lilce a magnet runs. Of his homers, 7 were game would be a superstar if he lived and
draws metal. There are of course winners and two others tied the played in a park and with a team
players who do not receive the game in the late innings. Evans is that did not already have a Mister
recognition • that . they deserve. lhe best fielding rightfielder in the Big. In Chicago it was Dick Allen.
These are the people who make American League and has a Before that in San Francisco it was
things happen. lfhey are the glue remarkable
Willie Mays ~d Willie McCovey.
throwing
arm.
th.at holds the machine together. Without a doubt this young man Now with the retirement of Allen
Every team in the majors ha's such will not remain unsung for long. maybe Henderson will take his
place up there with that other
a player and in some cases they
have more than-one. These players
CALIFORNIA. Mickey Rivers. unsung star Joe Rudi.
are the ones that this article is In Rivers the Angels have the type
CLEVELAND.John Lowenstein.
about. Some of them have received of leadoff man that every manager
more attention than others so don't dreams of. He is a switch hitter, an Although he hit only .242 Lowenbe surprised if some of the n~mes excellent bunter and a person who stein made it all count. He hit 8
are familia_!"to you.
makes contact. Those are fine at- home runs, 5 of which won games
• tributes when one sees Rivers run. for -the tribe; he stole almost 40
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Without a doubt he is one of the bases; scored 65 runs and drove in
BALTIMORE. Mark Belanger .• three top speed merchants in 48 runs. Pretty impressive
This is, in my opinion, the best baseball. He knows how to run the ' credentials for a .242hitter. He also
shortstop in the league bar none. bases, too and this· makes him a is a better than average outfielder
He has it all. Range, a great dominant force in any game that is who is just beginning to find
throwing arm ..and that instinct that close. He is not that easy to keep off himself.
all successful infielders seem to of the bases either as his .285
have. Although he does not hit for batting average would attest. As a
DETROIT. Ed Brinkman. Even
average <.225this year) he comes fielder he is underrated even more though he is well known, Brinkman
up with the big hit for the Orioles. than a hitter. He has tremendous remains a statistical nobody - a
He is the best bunter on the team range in center field and can go nobody on offense. On defense
and he has better than average
back on a ball as well as anyone there is none better except for the
speed. Also he knows how to use including Paul Blair.
man from Baltimore. Brinkman
that speed. Often he led off from
does not hit for any kind of
Baltimore and he scored 54 runs
CHICAGO <White Sox) Ken average. This year he finished with
which is nothing to sneeze at. The Henderson. For reasons known a mark of .221. Yet he got a lot of
Orioles list him as the key to their only to the media Ken Henderson big hits for the Tigers. He has been
excellent defense.
•
remains in the shadows. To all the most dangerous hitter for
BOSTON. Dwight
Evans. knowledgeable baseball fans Ken Detroit other than Al Kaline when
Although we in New England Henderson is the most consistent a big hit is need~. His power has
in the game. todav. been incredible. This year the little
might not consider Evans an un- centerfielder
He is a switch hitter who hits for guy parked 14 homers and drove
sung type of player he remains as about the same average and power home
54 runs. Last year. he bad 7
such. to the rest of the country. He from either side of the plate. This
and 40 runs driven in.
has:an of the attributes that super- past season he finished 13th in homers
Unsung might not be the word for
stars are made of. Evans made. hitting with a .292batting average.
Eddie Brinkman but they could
things happen for the Sox this year. He hit 20home runs and drove in 95 sing a IitOe louder.
When he got on -base the Red Sox runs. He did all that while throwing
KANSASCITY. Fran Healy - a
invariably scored. Evans had •a a blanket over center field for
soli~ .281average at the plate but Chisox. Henderson gets a great young catcher who will one day be

Robert L. Brown ~wards

the starling catcher for the
American League All Star team.
An excellent receiver with a good
throwing arm and a quick release.
Has a good bat although he does
not hit for average. This year he hit
.252 with 9 homers and 53 runs
knocked across. Still he came up
;Nitha lot of big hits for the Royals
and should really begin to find
himself as a hitter in the next
couple of years.
MILWAUKEE. Pedro Garcia has a lot of talent but is a bit on the
in~onsistent side. He hit 15homers
last season and 12this year. Garcia
is a good fielder and should improve in the coming years when he •
learns how to position himself. Still
he is an exciting type of player who
puts life into the Brewer team
whenever he is in there.
MINNESOTA.Steve BralDl.This
is, in my opinion, one of the best
young ball players in the big
. leagues. Braun is an exceptionally
gifted tltird baseman who bas a
strong throwing arm. He also is a
better than average outfielder.
Braun's bat is his bread and butter
however. This year he hit .280
although he was around .310 for
most of the season when slump hit
him last month. Last year he bit
.283. U the Twins wise up ·and let
the young man play every day he
will hit .300for them. BralDlhas an
exceptionally
quic!_
bat
which allows him to wait on the
ball until the last moment. Consequently he is seldom fooled by a
pitch. Braun has all the qualities to
be. a batting champion someday.

Yor\ers were weak in. With
Maddox in center Bobby Murcer
could be put in right. field where be
could do more good for the club.
Maaclox hit exceptionally well for
the Yanks as his .303 batting
av~rage would attest. His range in
center field was expected but his
hitting was, to say the least, a mild
surprise. When one looks at
Maddox today it's hard to believe
that he was a thrown in player in
the famous Denny McLain trade
between Detroit and Washington.
OAKLAND. Dick Green. So
much ink has beenusedon how Joe
Rudi never gets any ink that he no
longer can be considered an unsung hero. Dick Green can,
however. Green is a great second
baseman who holds the A's infield
together. His bat does not impress
many people yet he gets the job
done quietly and without any
flair. He hits behind the runner
better than anyone else on the club
and his excellent bat control make
him an ideal man for the hit and
run. An exceptional blUlter and a
great instinct to being in the right
place at the right time make him
one of the most valuable members
of the swinging A's.

TEXAS. Dave Nelson - a much
overlooked second baseman.
Nelson has fine range to either
side. If he has any problems it's in
turning the doubleplay but even at
that he usually gets the job done.
On offense he is a lot like Mickey
Rivers. He knows how to get -on
NEW YORK <Yankees). Elliott base and after that he has the
Maddox. Maddox solidified the speed to get himself into scoring
Yanks in the outfield which was position. Billy Martin has said that'
one of two p!aces that the New if Nelson gets ~n, Texas wins.

Athletes On Campus

The Intramural season bas team can obtain in sport's comstarted, and many of last year's petition, but the number of people
teams are anxious to learn the that come out to have a good time.
This past week, we witnessed our
results of the annual Intramural
Award. This award is presented to first Intramural football game.
the intramural team that ac- The game between the Ravens and
cumulated the most points during Buzzards Bay, was one that leaves
the season. The three runner-ups Intramural Directors shuddering.
for the Robert L. Brown award last It was more like a legalized street
year were the ZX Tigers, Buzzards fight than a football game.
Bay, and the Ravens. 'l'here were a Intramural teams that play this
total of 7 intramural sports events. kind oL game can spoil the
The winners, for tqe second year Intramural Program for those who
in a row, -are Buzzards. Bay with a want to come out and ejoy themtotal of 260points. The Ravens ran selves. A few years ago, a number
close but failed to field intramural of faculty looked forward to inteams in all events and were hurt tramural football, but because of
in team point accumulation. This the brutal-ness by some players,
year's intramurals have just begun this has left a bitter taste for many,
and they shy away. Intramurals
and the turn-out has been good.
The goal of the Intramural are designed for fun and wins and
Program is not how many points a losses are secondary.
Dominic Petrarca
Soccer
Photos by Tim Gear}'.

Ken Razza
Baseball

,c.NOWTHATSWHA
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Bud Goodwla
BaseltaU

Dom Petrarca tries to steal ball as Bill Alves looks on. Pho&oby Steve D1111phy.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE • This Space Contributed as a Public Service
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25 years ago the worst they could say·was
"Nice girls don't smoke" or "It'll stunt your growth."
Now w~ know:
Women who smoke are dying of lung cancer and other
smoking-related diseasesat twice the rate of women who don't.
These days there's no such thing as a dumb reason for not smoking.
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT WHAT YOU VE GOT TO LOOK FORW.A.RDTO !Hf
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